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Abstract:

Learning algorithms di er in the degree to which they process their inputs
prior to their use in performance tasks. Many algorithms eagerly compile input
samples and use only the compilations to make decisions. Others are lazy: they
perform less precompilation and use the input samples to guide decision making.
The performance of many lazy learners signi cantly degrades when samples are
de ned by features containing little or misleading information. Distinguishing
feature relevance is a critical issue for these algorithms, and many solutions have
been developed that assign weights to features. This chapter introduces a categorization framework for feature weighting approaches used in lazy similarity
learners and brie y surveys some examples in each category.

1.1 INTRODUCTION
Lazy learning algorithms are machine learning algorithms (Mitchell, 1997) that
are welcome members of procrastinators anonymous. Purely lazy learners typically display the following characteristics (Aha, 1997):
1. Defer: They delay the processing of their inputs until they receive requests for information; they simply store their inputs for future use.
2. Demand-Driven: They reply to information queries by combining information from their stored (e.g., training) samples.
3. Discard: They delete the constructed query and any intermediate results.
In contrast, eager algorithms greedily replace their inputs with an abstraction
(e.g., a rule set, decision tree, or neural network) and use it to process queries.
1
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Lazy learners have been designed to induce decision trees (e.g., (Smyth and
Cunningham, 1995; Friedman et al., 1996)), rule sets (e.g., (Lachiche and Marquis, 1998)), Bayes classi ers (Kontkanen et al., 1998)), and improve speedup
learning algorithms (e.g., (Borrajo and Veloso, 1997)). However, the most frequently studied group of lazy learners are those that use similarity functions
to answer queries. These include k-nearest neighbor classi ers and algorithms
identi ed by names satisfying the following grammar:

fcase,exemplar,instance,memoryg-based flearning,reasoningg.
These lazy similarity algorithms are the focus of this chapter.
Eager learning algorithms assume their learning bias is appropriate for the
performance task. When this assumption is correct, this can yield performance
bene ts (e.g., increased query response speed). However, there is a risk that
this assumption is wrong, and that information lost during eager abstraction is
crucial for generating accurate responses to queries. Thus, a key advantage of
lazy algorithms is that they can respond to unanticipated queries in ways not
available to all eager learners (Barsalou, 1983).
Lazy algorithms have three other computational advantages. First, they
have small training costs (e.g., store a sample and update some indices), although this is frequently balanced by higher costs for generating predictions
unless a fast indexing scheme is implemented. Small training costs make lazy
algorithms particularly well suited for incremental learning tasks, where a data
stream continually updates the set of input samples. Second, lazy problem
solvers provide eciency gains through solution reuse; they can store and adapt
solutions for subsequent problems, which can greatly reduce problem solving
e ort. Finally, lazy algorithms can generate precedent explanations, which are
preferable to abstract explanations for many tasks.
Only purists and teachers remain interested in purely lazy, standalone learners. Most research and practice with lazy learners involves some form of caching,
which can be used to \ ne tune" a lazy learner (e.g., by storing information
on prediction quality) so as to improve its performance. In this chapter, we
focus on methods for caching binary or continuous feature weights in the context of feature-value representations for samples. Feature weights are used to
denote the relevance of features in similarity computations, allowing similarity
functions to emphasize features according to their relevance, assuming accurate
weight settings. When some features are irrelevant to the prediction task, learning accurate weight settings can greatly increase learning rates in lazy learners;
both theoretical (Langley and Iba, 1993) and empirical analyses (Wettschereck,
1994) suggest that the complexity of lazy learning is exponential in the number
of irrelevant features.
This chapter introduces a categorization framework for weighting features in
lazy similarity learners, and summarizes some example algorithms. Research
on this topic spans several decades and disciplines (e.g., data mining, cognitive
psychology, statistics). We focus primarily on contributions to machine learning
and case-based reasoning. Our framework complements rather than repeats the
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framework presented in (Wettschereck et al., 1997), which is organized around
a set of dimensions rather than a structured hierarchy.

1.2 FEATURE WEIGHTING IN A LAZY LEARNING ALGORITHM
This section de nes the lazy similarity learning algorithm named k-nearest
neighbor (k-NN) (Fix and Hodges, 1951) to exemplify the use of feature weights.
We chose k-NN because it is well known, and many other lazy similarity learners can be described according to how they di er from k-NN. Some of k-NN's
less relevant details are omitted. Although this section focuses on classi cation, we will later discuss k-NN variants for other types of tasks (e.g., retrieval,
regression).
A classi er inputs a query q and outputs a class prediction. The query and
each training sample x = fx1; x2; : : :; xj j g are points in a multidimensional
space de ned by a feature set F. The class (or cluster) of a sample is xc 2J.
We assume each feature is either continuous or discrete, although only for this
presentation.
A classi er's performance objective is to minimize expected loss, or misclassi cation risk Rj , for each class cj 2 J:
F

Rj =

X

c0j 2J

Lcj cj p(cj jq)
0

0

(1.1)

where Lcj cj is the loss (cost) associated with mistakenly classifying a sample
of class cj as in class cj (j 6= j 0 ), and p(cj jq) is the probability of classifying q
in class cj . k-NN generally assumes that all misclassi cations have equal cost:
0

0

0

0

Lcj cj

0

 0 j = j0
=
0
1 j 6= j

(1.2)

Since k-NN is not given q's class, it instead outputs the most probable class:
k-NN(q) = arg max
p(cj jq)
c 2
j

J

(1.3)

k-NN di ers from other classi ers in how it de nes posterior class probabilities:
P  K(d(x,q)) xc = cj
2
P 0 K(d(x,qotherwise
(1.4)
p(cj jq) =
))
x Kq

2

x Kq

where K() is a kernel function, here de ned as
(1.5)
K(d(x,q)) = d(x1,q) ;
and where Kq is the set of q's nearest neighbors among a set X of (previously
supplied) training samples as determined by the distance function d(). That is,
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k-NN computes the distance d(x,q) of q to each x2X using:
d(x,q) = (

X

f 2F

w(f)  (xf ; qf )r ) r1

(1.6)

where k-NN de nes r = 2 (i.e., Euclidean distance), function () de nes how
values of a given feature di er:
8 jx ? q j f is continuous
< f f
f is discrete and xf = qf
(xf ; qf ) = : 0
(1.7)
1
f is discrete and xf 6= qf
and w(f) de nes the feature weighting function in k-NN, which is
w(f) = wf

8f 2 wf = s
F

(1.8)
(1.9)

for some scalar constant s.
Several variants of k-NN exist (Dasarathy, 1991; Aha, 1997). We will focus
on alternatives to Equations 1.8 and 1.9 that assign unequal weights to features.

1.3 A CATEGORIZATION OF FEATURE WEIGHTING IN LAZY
LEARNERS
1.3.1 Framework
Figure 1.1 displays our categorization framework for feature weighting methods
in lazy similarity learners. Highlighting whether an oracle is available reinforces
a lesson: exploit expert domain knowledge when it is available. Although this
does not guarantee performance improvements, available experts should always
be consulted. Furthermore, knowledge-poor approaches will sometimes fail
without exploiting domain-speci c knowledge (Cain et al., 1991).
Our emphasis is on automated, knowledge-poor approaches to feature weighting and selection (i.e., binary weights). This task can be viewed as a search
process through a space of weight settings for a given sample space representation. Figure 1.2 summarizes this view; it corresponds to the inferred category
shown in Figure 1.1, where less domain knowledge is assumed to be available.
This framework emphasizes that search is guided by an evaluation function,
which can be categorized by its task-dependent performance measures (e.g.,
classi cation accuracy, retrieval eciency, problem solution quality, or a cost
function) and the evaluation method.
Evaluation methods can be dichotomized by whether they use feedback from
the performance task. Methods that do not use feedback are called lters,
whereas methods that use the performance algorithm itself as the evaluation
function are wrappers (John et al., 1994). Because most of the algorithms
mentioned here use either a lter or wrapper model to set feature weights, we
tend to ignore feedback methods that are not wrappers.
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Automated Feature Weighting as a Search Task

1.3.2 Inferring Feature Weights
Automated feature weighting methods can be categorized by their search algorithm and evaluation function (Figure 1.1). We focus primarily on search
functions, often using the evaluation function category to group algorithms
with similar search functions.
Searching for Feature Weight Settings.

Search Algorithms

Some lter methods for weighting features do not perform search, including
those that assign weights using simple probabilities (Creecy et al., 1992), mutual information gain (Daelemans and van den Bosch, 1992; Wettschereck et al.,
1997), or value-speci c di erences in concept distributions (Stan ll and Waltz,
1986). However, the vast majority of feature weighting methods do perform
search. This search is rarely exhaustive because the size of the weight space is
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exponential in the number of features (i.e., O(yjF j), where y is the number of
di erent weight settings a feature can have and F is the feature set).
Search Algorithms used with Filter Models: Many lter methods for feature

weighting use a hill-climbing search. For example, some induce a decision
tree, where the features selected for use in similarity computations are those
that remain in the tree after pruning. Cardie [(Cardie, 1993)] reported that
this approach signi cantly increased classi cation accuracies for three natural
language learning tasks, while Kibler and Aha [(Kibler and Aha, 1987)] reported
more mixed results on two medical classi cation tasks.
Trott and Leng [(Trott and Leng, 1997; Leng and Trott, 1997)] instead used
an integer programming (IP) approach to set feature weights for an interactive
sample retrieval task, where users iteratively supply query q's feature values.
In this task, the ordering of features in a stored sample in uences the query
input process. Leng and Trott's algorithm imposes a xed ratio, for all samples, between the weight of the last feature and the sum of the weights of all
other features in a sample. This ratio can be used to generate a set of linear
equations, one per training sample, which can be solved using IP to generate
feature weights. For highly engineered applications, this method could be used
to remove the need to manually set feature weights for interactive k-NN retrieval algorithms. However, its evaluation has not yet been published.
Search Algorithms used with Wrapper Models: Many wrapper search methods

use a variant of hill climbing. This includes the online weighting method in

EACH (Salzberg, 1991), which updates feature weights by a xed amount 

after classifying each training sample. Correct classi cations cause the weights
of matching (mismatching) features to be incremented (decremented). Incorrect classi cations cause the weights of mismatching (matching) features to
be incremented (decremented). Thus, weights are continuously updated so as
to locally maximize classi cation accuracy. By selecting good values for ,
EACH (with k = 1) consistently improved classi cation performance in comparison with using Equation 1.9, although performance di erences are also due
to EACH's lazy replacement of input samples with hyperrectangles.
Salzberg's algorithm in uenced the design of IB4 (Aha, 1992), which uses
another online, hill-climbing wrapper to set feature weights:

 CumulativeWeight
(1.10)
w(f) = max WeightNormalizer f ? 0:5; 0 ;
f
where CumulativeWeightf is assumed to converge to half of WeightNormalizerf
for irrelevant features. IB4 was designed for skewed concept distributions and
to avoid the need for a xed weight adjustment parameter. Let (x; y) =
max(p(xc ); p(yc )) (i.e., the higher a priori probability of x and y's classes).
Then CumulativeWeightf is incremented by
 1 ? (x ; y )  (1 ? (x; y)) if (x = y )
+
f f
c
c
CumulativeWeightf =
(xf ; yf )  (1 ? (x; y)) Otherwise (1.11)
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and WeightNormalizer is always incremented by (1 ? (x; y)). With k = 1, IB4
recorded good results vs. using Equation 1.9 on some tasks involving irrelevant
features.
IB4 assumes a uniform distribution for irrelevant feature values. Kira and
Rendell [(Kira and Rendell, 1992)] introduced the binary weighting algorithm
Relief to removes this constraint. It iterates through a weight-updating procedure m times that (1) selects a random training sample x, (2) locates x's
most similar positive (p) and negative (n) training samples, and (3) updates
each feature's weight using
w(f) = w(f) ? (xf ; pf ) + (xf ; nf )

(1.12)

During classi cation, weights that exceed a user-speci ed relevance threshold
are mapped to 1, while those that do not are mapped to 0. Kira and Rendell
reported good results for Relief on parity tasks. Kononenko [(Kononenko,
1994)] extended Relief for k > 1 and to work on multiclass tasks. RobnikSikonja and Kononenko extended it to work on regression tasks. Wettschereck
et al. [(Wettschereck et al., 1997)] did not map Relief's continuous weights
to binary values. Domingos [(Domingos, 1997)] introduced RC, an algorithm
reminiscent of Relief. RC hill-climbs only if feature selection increases predictive accuracy, as guided by leave-one-out cross validation error (LOOCE)
on the training set. In contrast, Relief climbs after classifying each sample.
Conjugate gradient, combined with LOOCE, has also been used to guide
search for feature weights in lazy similarity learners. Lowe [(Lowe, 1995)] used
this approach in the variable kernel similarity metric (VSM). It uses knowledge
of the function's gradient to direct search, which can substantially increase
learning rates when the target function is reasonably smooth. Error derivatives
are used to guide the conjugate gradient procedure for each feature weight.
The VSM performed as well as or better than several other algorithms on
two data sets yet required far less training time than some other algorithms.
Wettschereck [(Wettschereck, 1994)] investigated a simpli cation of the VSM
named k-NNV SM . After optimizing k, it uses conjugate gradient to optimize
feature weights so as to minimize LOOCE training error. k-NNV SM can learn
good feature weights in a variety of domains although its relatively large number
of design decisions can heavily in uence its performance. Wilke and Bergmann
[(Wilke and Bergmann, 1996)] also used conjugate gradient with LOOCE error
to search for feature weights. They tested this approach in two algorithms,
KNNacc and KNNcost , and reported substantial decision cost decreases for a
credit scoring task.
Several parallel hill climbing algorithms for nding feature weight settings
have been investigated. Kelly and Davis [(Kelly and Davis, 1991)] reported
that a genetic algorithm (GA) search outperformed Equation 1.9 on three classi cation tasks. Wilson and Martinez [(Wilson and Martinez, 1996)] found
that their GA outperformed unweighted k-NN on only half of 16 tasks, but
signi cant accuracy increases often occurred for tasks with irrelevant features.
Chang and Lippman's [(Chang and Lippman, 1991)] GA performed feature
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selection rather than feature weighting. On one task, they compared their algorithm vs. sequential search algorithms (i.e., forward sequential search (FSS)
and backwards sequential elimination (BSE)). Their GA approach reduced error rates using fewer than half the features selected by the other algorithms.
Skalak (Skalak, 1994), using mutation operations on a single bit string, reported increased classi cation accuracies on three of four tasks while selecting
approximately half the features per task. His algorithm simultaneously deleted
at least 96% of the samples per task.
Aha and Bankert (Aha and Bankert, 1996) explored beam search variants
of hill-climbing in sequential feature selection algorithms when k = 1. Their
algorithm, which stochastically selects feature subsets to evaluate, signi cantly
increased accuracies for some cloud classi cation data sets. Extensions of this
research lead to using a distributed output representation with error-correcting
capability, where feature selection is performed independently for each output
bit (Ricci and Aha, 1998). This computationally expensive approach signi cantly increased accuracy on some data sets without signi cant decreases on
any others.
Maron and Moore [(Maron and Moore, 1997)] described an innovative parallel feature selection approach named schemata racing. They noted that FSS
and BSE are heavily biased towards selecting few or many features, respectively, and are slow when these biases are not met. In contrast, schemata
racing hill climbs using races, simultaneously run for all features, to perform
feature selection. Schemata racing iteratively selects a random training sample, randomly selects a subset of features, and computes the selected sample's
LOOCE error. Error statistics are maintained for each feature. If the error
when selecting (dropping) a feature is signi cantly higher then when dropping
(selecting) it, that feature will be selected (dropped) in all future races. Racing continues until feature selections are nalized. On several synthetic tasks
and four data sets, schemata racing reliably yields accuracies similar to those
obtained by FSS and BSS, but often greatly reduces the computational costs
of feature selection. Ricci and Aha [(Ricci and Aha, 1998)] reported that a
variant of schemata racing performed well vs. no feature selection when using
an error-correcting output representation with k = 1.
Some algorithms use best- rst search to guide feature weighting. For example, CS-IBL (Tan, 1993) uses a novel approach for incremental feature selection.
At each step, it evaluates the lowest-cost feature of the nearest neighbor, terminating when the nearest neighbor's distance is guaranteed to be smaller than
any training sample from a competing class. On two tasks, CS-IBL reduced the
number of feature evaluations by an order of magnitude, although it increased
the total number of classi cation errors prior to convergence.
Representations of Weight and Sample Space

Most arti cial intelligence research on feature weighting for lazy learners imposes constraining assumptions on the representations used for both weights
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and samples. The following sections describe these constraints and mentions
example algorithms that violate them.
Weight Space: Figure 1.1 lists two categories for distinguishing the feature
weight space: generality and matrix. We discuss these characteristics in turn.

The generality of the weight space denotes a weight's scope. Most algorithms that infer feature weight settings are global: their weights apply across
the entire space. In contrast, local algorithms permit feature weights to vary in
di erent parts of the sample space, and thus model a wider range of tasks. Local feature weighting methods include methods that weight features by class1,
feature value, and/or sample space. Feature value and sample space weighting methods can depend either on the training data or the query itself, which
Atkeson et al. (Atkeson et al., 1997) refer to as point-based and query-based
methods, respectively.
Creecy et al. (Creecy et al., 1992) introduced per category feature importance
(PCF), which assigns feature weights using
w(f; cj ) = p(cj jf)

(1.13)

Thus, the weight of feature f for class cj is de ned as the conditional probability
that a sample x is in cj given xf , averaged across all values for f. PCF assigns
high weights to features that have high correlations with the given class. IB4
(Aha, 1992), mentioned previously, also infers class-speci c weights. It uses
a di erent weight-updating rate depending on class frequency. More recently,
Howe and Cardie [(Howe and Cardie, 1997)] introduced CDW, a class-speci c
weighting algorithm for symbolic features that computes weights using
w(f; cj ) =

X
v2f

jr(f; v; fxjx2cj g) ? r(f; v; fxjx62cj g)j

(1.14)

where r(f; v; X 0 ) is, for a training subset X', P(x0f = vjx02X0). CDW sets a
feature's weight for a class cj according to the degree to which its distributions
of values for cj di er from its distributions for other classes. CDW outperformed k-NN (i.e., for both k = 1 and k = 10) on some data sets where feature
relevance varied per class, but signi cantly lowered accuracies for some other
data sets. This lead Howe and Cardie to investigate EF-CDW, which transforms the sample representation to include one feature for every feature-value
pair. This sample and value-speci c algorithm generally outperformed CDW
and compared well with unweighted k-NN.
The value-di erence metric (Stan ll and Waltz, 1986), one of the rst similarity algorithms designed for symbolic features, assigns feature weights according to a feature's value:
w(f; v) =

sX

cj 2J

p(x2cj jx2X; xf = v)2

(1.15)
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This point-based algorithm performed well on a word pronunciation task, although it was not compared with unweighted k-NN. Ricci and Avesani's [(Ricci
and Avesani, 1995)] AASM, designed for continuous features, assigns a feature
f's weight depending on whether qf > xf :
 w if x  q
(1.16)
w(f; x; q) = wxxf> if xff < qff
f<
where wxf> and wxf< are the weights of sample x at feature f on the respective \sides" of xf . AASM is point-based because these weight settings are
determined prior to being given a query. Ricci and Avesani reported favorable
results for AASM as compared to k-NN (k = 1) and EACH (Salzberg, 1991)
on four data sets.
Value-speci c feature weighting approaches constrain weights to be identical
for all samples with the same feature value. In contrast, sample-speci c algorithms remove this constraint. Several sample-speci c algorithms have been
investigated. For example, Fukunaga and his colleagues (Short and Fukunaga,
1981; Fukunaga and Flick, 1982) described a query-based algorithm that computes its k nearest neighbors, and then computes each neighbor's local distance
function to nd the query's nearest neighbor. Local distance functions were
computed by estimating the nite sample risk from the local neighborhood of a
given sample, and then minimizing the di erence between the nite sample risk
and the asymptotic risk. Myles and Hand (Myles and Hand, 1990) extended
this approach for multiclass tasks.
This local weighting approach is sensitive to noisy samples, and its many distinct local distance functions can obscure useful feature information. Therefore,
Fukunaga and Flick [(Fukunaga and Flick, 1984)] proposed a global distance
function that combines the information from all local functions into one global
set of weights for a weighted Euclidean distance function. Similarly, Aha and
Goldstone [(Aha and Goldstone, 1992)] combined local with global distance
functions to compute sample-speci c weights for GCM-ISW. It de nes distance for numeric features using
d(x; q) =

sX

f 2F

w(f; x; q)  (xf ; qf )2

where sample-speci c weights are dynamically assigned using

q

 q

w(f; x; q) = w(f; x)  1 ? jxf ? qf j + w(f)  1 ? 1 ? jxf ? qf j

(1.17)



(1.18)

Equation 1.18 adds the contributions of x's sample-speci c weight w(f; x) to
the global weight w(f). This distance function depends more on sample-speci c
weights when q is similar to x, and depends more on the global weights otherwise. Likewise, the updating algorithm for sample-speci c weights has more
in uence when q and x are similar. GCM-ISW correlated signi cantly better
with subject data than did its non-weighting and global weighting variants for
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a categorization task where feature relevance varied in di erent parts of the
sample space.
Domingos's [(Domingos, 1997)] RC algorithm uses another sample-speci c
feature weighting algorithm. It drops features from x if they (1) di er from x's
nearest sample and (2) removing them does not decrease overall LOOCE error.
Using k-NN with k = 1, RC easily outperformed FSS and BSE on 24 data
sets, and its bene ts increased with increasing context dependency of feature
relevance.
Bonzano et al. [(Bonzano et al., 1997)] describe a sample-speci c weighting
algorithm ISAC for problem solving tasks. Like Relief (Kira and Rendell,
1992; Kononenko, 1994) and RC (Domingos, 1997), ISAC randomly selects a
training sample x and updates feature weights based on x's di erences with
similar samples. However, Relief learns only global weights, RC is limited to
binary weights, and both use only the nearest positive and negative samples
to update feature weights for classi cation tasks. In contrast, ISAC learns
continuous weight settings using the k-nearest neighbors. Weight updates are
based on whether a neighbor's solution satis es the selected sample's problem.
Positive updates are made for x using
wi (x) = wi (x) + Correct x =Incorrectx

(1.19)

where Correct x (Incorrect x ) is the number of times that x has been correctly
(incorrectly) retrieved. Negative updates decrement weights by the same ratio.
Failure-driven weight updating was more valuable then success-driven updating
for their air trac control task, and weighting was more appropriate for training
sets that contain redundant information.
Friedman [(Friedman, 1994)] described an alternative approach for local feature weighting that integrates strategies of lazy similarity learning with decision
tree induction. His scythe algorithm recursively zooms in on query q along
the most relevant feature, where local feature relevance is estimated from the
estimated reduction in prediction error given that feature's value. The most
relevant feature is scaled at each recursive step such that a xed fraction of
the training samples fall outside of a predetermined range around q. After discarding these samples, the new \most relevant" feature is determined, and the
process is repeated until only k training samples remain. Scythe performed
well in comparison to k-NN on several classi cation tasks.
Cardie and Howe's [(Cardie and Howe, 1997)] sample-speci c weighting approach induces a pruned decision tree from the training set to perform feature
selection; features in the path that classify q are selected. Continuous weights
are then assigned to these features according to their entropy on the entire
training set. Their algorithm performed well, in the context of minority class
predictions, on a set of natural language learning tasks in comparison with
unweighted k-NN.
The weight matrix of a feature weighting algorithm characterizes the types
of weight settings that it can infer, where the matrix's two dimensions are the
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sample space's features. Using no weights corresponds to a diagonal matrix
whose values are all the same positive constant. Simple weighting methods
also use a diagonal matrix, but allow weights to vary (i.e., feature selection
approaches assign binary values while feature weighting approaches assign continuous values on the diagonal), where larger weights denote greater relevance.
Searching a continuous weight space does not always yield settings superior
to feature selection. Kohavi et al. [(Kohavi et al., 1997)] showed that, for some
data sets, increasing the number of feature weight settings beyond two yields
few accuracy bene ts, and can sometimes degrade performance. Their DIET
algorithm uses a best- rst search, guided by 10-fold cross validation, in a weight
space where each feature has a weight in f0; 1=v; 2=v; : : :; (v ? 1)=v; 1g. Starting
with \middle" weight settings, DIET explores all variants that increase or decrease each weight by 1=v (i.e., minding the boundaries). The best-performing
weight set is used as the next starting point. DIET stops when continued
search does not seem promising. On tests with synthesized tasks and several
data sets, DIET often performed better using smaller values for v, which is
evidence that over tting can occur when using larger values for v.
Using diagonal matrices assumes that the performance task can be best modelled by stretching and shrinking the sample space along the individual feature
dimensions. This prevents the representation of feature interactions, where
some combination might prove particularly relevant. In contrast, a full matrix,
where any matrix element can have a non-zero entry, allows arbitrary scaling
of the sample space (Atkeson et al., 1997; Friedman, 1994). Mohri and Tanaka
[(Mohri and Tanaka, 1994)] describe how to use full matrices with symbolic
features, while Hastie and Tibshirani [(Hastie and Tibshirani, 1996)] describe
local weighting methods that use full matrices. Weights need not be constants,
but could be a polynomial or any arbitrarily complex function (e.q., a connectionist network).
Sample Space: Using full matrices relates to transforming the sample space. Al-

gorithms that simply assign feature weights are usually insensitive to interacting
or correlated features. In contrast, principal components analysis (PCA) can
transform a sample space, re-representing it with a list of polynomial equations
of the original features, ordered by nonincreasing variance. However, PCA's
bias is not always appropriate; features with low variance might actually have
high predictive relevance.
QM2y (Mohri and Tanaka, 1994) is a lazy similarity learner that attempts
to solve this de ciency in PCA. It assigns the absolute values computed by
Quanti cation Method II (QM2) (Hayashi, 1952) to set its feature weights in
the following variant of Equation 1.6, where symbolic features with Vf values
are replaced with jVf j binary features before transformation:
d(x; q) =

0
X @X

f 0 2F'

f 2F

w(f 0 ; f)xf 

X
f 2F

12
w(f 0 ; f)qf A

(1.20)
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where F0 is the set of transformed (i.e., new) features and w(f 0 ; f) is the weight
of the given feature f for the transformed feature f 0 . QM2 locates a new
set of features such that the sums of the squared distances of each sample
to its projections on the successive feature dimensions are minimized. After
transformation, data dimensionality is reduced by removing the transformed
features with lowest variation. New feature values are computed using
x0f =

X

f 2F

w(f 0 ; f)xf

(1.21)

where these weights are calculated to maximize the ratio of the variance between
each class's samples to the variance of all samples.
QM2y performed best among the set of lazy similarity algorithms tested by
Mohri and Tanaka, but hypotheses explaining why have not yet been published.
We brie y discuss knowledge-intensive similarity learners that transform the
sample space in Section 1.3.3.
Evaluation Function.

Dependent Variables

Most feature weighting methods for lazy similarity learners have been developed
for classi cation tasks, and where classi cation accuracy was the dominant
dependent variable. Other variables exist, including those concerning memory
requirements and speed. Also, other contexts exist, such as retrieval, where
measures including precision and recall are more relevant.
An important and frequently overlooked dependent variable is cost (Turney, 1995). For some tasks, some types of prediction errors are more costly
than others, which violates Equation 1.2. Wilke and Bergmann's [(Wilke and
Bergmann, 1996)] algorithm KNNcost de nes the cost of a decision as

XX

ci 2J cj 2J

Pij Cij

(1.22)

where Pij and Cij are entries in a confusion matrix and a cost matrix, respectively. Using a conjugate gradient search procedure to assign weight settings
for a weighted-distance variant of k-NN (with k = 11) on a classi cation task,
they reported substantial reductions in cost for KNNcost in comparison to
an accuracy-optimizing weighting approach and a non-weighting variant.
Features can have evaluation costs. Tan [(Tan, 1993)] de ned feature costs
for a mobile robot's actions as an increasing function of their duration. In CSIBL, the rst stage selects the sample that maximizes the ratio of expected
match success to feature cost:
Q P
F' if
(1.23)
P C(f)f 2Q
f ?1
k=1 (1 ? Pik )
f 2F'
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where F' is the set of features whose values are known for a stored sample x but
not the query q, Pif is the probability that feature f has the value xi among
training samples, and C(f) is the cost incurred for evaluating f.
Smyth and Cunningham [(Smyth and Cunningham, 1995)] investigated the
situation where features were free or had a xed non-zero cost. Their NODALcbr
algorithm integrates a lazy decision tree approach (Friedman et al., 1996) with
a lazy similarity learner. Given q, NODALcbr computes a set of similar samples using q's free features. An information theoretic criterion then determines
the most informative non-free feature whose value, if known, would maximally
reduce the remaining samples. Reminiscent of scythe (Friedman, 1994), this
step recurses until a most similar (rather than k) sample remains. NODALcbr
consistently reduced the number of feature evaluations needed to retrieve correct solutions for two tasks.
NODALcbr , Trott and Leng's [(Trott and Leng, 1997)] IP algorithm, and
ISAC (Bonzano et al., 1997) perform case retrieval, but none address the context of planning. Mu~noz-Avila and Hullen [(Mu~noz Avila and Hullen, 1996)]
describe one weighting method for planning tasks, where weights, based on an
algorithm similar to the one used in EACH (Salzberg, 1991), denote samplespeci c relative feature relevance. Over a sequence of problem solving episodes,
their weighting model increased the reliability that the retrieved sample solves
the query problem (for two tasks). In particular, using their weighting method
greatly reduced both the number of retrieved samples and solution failures in
comparison with the same algorithm when not learning weights.
Evaluation Bias

Feature weighting algorithms that use an evaluation function other than the
performance function are susceptible to bias mismatches between these functions, which can degrade performance (John et al., 1994). Thus John et al.
advocate using wrapper rather than lter models (e.g., to set feature weights).
Some evidence suggests that wrapper models are superior to lter models in
this context (e.g., (Wettschereck et al., 1997)]) when the dependent variable
is classi cation accuracy. However, wrapper models are often more computationally expensive (i.e., when they evaluate a large number of feature weight
settings). Filter models and ecient variants of wrapper models should be
considered for tasks where computational expense is a concern.
1.3.3 Using Domain-Speci c Information to Weight Features
Several researchers have reported bene ts from using domain-speci c information to assign feature weights (i.e., when an oracle is available). This is commonly done in case-based reasoning applications (e.g., (Shimazu et al., 1994)).
Domain-speci c knowledge can usefully guide transformations of the sample
space. For example, IB3-CI (Aha, 1991) induces feature combinations using
knowledge of the target domain to bias its search. It signi cantly increased
k-NN classi cation accuracy on one task. Turney instead examined the intro-
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duction of a separate set of contextual features F', disjoint from the initial set
. He used these to transform each sample x into a sample y:
yi = (xi ? i (F0 ))=i(F0)
(1.24)
0
0
where i(F ) is the expected value and i (F ) is the expected variation of
xi. Turney reported impressive accuracy increases when using variants of this
weighting procedure on two tasks.
Domain-speci c knowledge can also be used to select features directly. ROBBIE (Fox and Leake, 1995), which modi es the set of features used to retrieve samples using a k-NN variant, improved retrieval eciency for a navigation task. Barletta and Mark [(Barletta and Mark, 1988)] described how
an explanation-based learning (EBL) method can be used to select features for
a lazy learner, while Cain et al. [(Cain et al., 1991)] used EBL to select the
relevant features for each sample. Their lazy similarity algorithm uses these
features to bias classi cation predictions.
F

1.4 ADDITIONAL CONTRIBUTIONS
1.4.1 Formal Contributions
Formal analyses that address feature weighting in lazy similarity learners include Satoh and Okamoto's [(Satoh and Okamoto, 1994)] PAC-learning analysis
for weighting features, and Ling and Wang's [(Ling and Wang, 1997)] algorithm
for computing optimal weights for a restricted set of classi cation tasks, given
knowledge of the concept boundary's location. Their approach can be used
to evaluate the performance of heuristic methods for learning feature weight
settings on some synthesized classi cation tasks. Also, Griths and Bridge [
(Griths and Bridge, 1997)] describe PAC analyses for VS-CBR, a feature
selecting variant of k-NN that selectively retains samples. They stress the
importance of de ning VS-CBR's hypothesis space, and of analysing its constituent algorithms.
1.4.2 Other Roles for Weights in Lazy Learners
A \weighted" lazy learner does not necessarily refer to feature weighting. For
example, distance-weighted variants of k-NN, which assign relevance weights
to samples as a function of their similarity to a query, have been studied for
several years (Dudani, 1975). Related algorithms (e.g., EACH (Salzberg, 1991)
assign weights to samples based on their recorded performance in prediction
tasks. See (Atkeson et al., 1997; Wettschereck et al., 1997) for more discussion
on this topic.
Hastings et al. [(Hastings et al., 1995)] show how weights can help adapt
solutions from those retrieved by CARMA, a lazy similarity algorithm for
predicting rangeland pest consumption. It uses a hill-climbing algorithm that
varies weights to minimize root mean squared error. CARMA can learn these
weights in one of two modes: one set of weights for the entire training set or one
set per sample. These weights have helped to improve CARMA's performance.
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1.4.3 Avoiding Feature Selection
Several methods essentially remove the need for assigning feature weights. For
example, Guvenir and his colleagues (e.g., (Guvenir and Sirin, 1996)) recommend voting among the individual features' matches. This avoids the need
to combine the contributions of di erent features in a similarity function. Alternatively, feature transformation can obviate the need for feature weighting.
For example, Chang and Lippman's [(Chang and Lippman, 1991)] GA recursively searches for constrained polynomial combinations of features. It reduced
k-NN's error from 19% to zero on one task by replacing the original representation with a single feature. Finally, Datta and Kibler [(Datta and Kibler,
1997)] argued that, for some similarity functions, a feature's range of values
determines a feature's impact on similarity computations.

1.5 SUMMARY
This chapter introduced a categorization framework for feature weighting algorithms in lazy similarity learners. Our focus was on the search algorithms
used in automated weighting methods, although algorithms exemplifying other
categories of this framework were discussed. This chapter contrasts with the
framework presented in (Wettschereck et al., 1997), which focused on a set of
unrelated dimensions rather than a categorization hierarchy. We did not discuss relations to feature weighting approaches used in other types of learning
algorithms. Additional information on feature weighting in lazy learners can
be found in (Dasarathy, 1991) and (Aha, 1997).
Although many more contributions on feature weighting for lazy similarity learners have been published (e.g., with similarity functions other than
those based on Minkowski metrics), space constraints prevented their discussion. Also, our categorization framework is incomplete, and several dimensions
for distinguishing these algorithms were not ushed out (e.g., oine vs. online algorithms, sensitivity to solution cluster distributions), but instead were
brie y mentioned in the context of speci c algorithms.
Several issues are good targets for further research. These include using
full weight matrices, performance tasks other than classi cation, average case
analyses, and examining how cognitively plausible categorization algorithms
can impact the design of computationally e ective lazy learners.
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